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LOGO 

SAVE THE DATE
DIRECT MAIL

If you can’t make 
the VIP preview event in 
fort worth, please join us 

in the dallas showroom 
for the official launch 

event or open house.

VIP PREVIEW EVENT
Fort Worth Showroom   ■

friday, september 28 | 5:00 - 8:00 pm

 5320 glenview dr.  | fort worth, tx

LAUNCH EVENT
Dallas Showroom     ■  

thrusday, october 11 | 5:00 - 8:00 pm

1313 slocum st. | dallas, tx

OPEN HOUSE
Dallas Showroom ■     

thrusday, october 15-19 | 9:00 - 5:00 daily

1313 slocum st. | dallas, tx

rsvp: 
lmceuen@kisabethfurniture.com | 817.281.7560

KISABETH FURNITURE • 5320 GLENVIEW DR. FORT WORTH, TX 76117

SAVE 
THE 

DATE
 for the VIP preview 

of kisabeth furniture’s 
60th anniversary

capsule collection. 
Be among the first to 

see archival styles 60 
years in the making.  

VIP PREVIEW EVENT

Fort Worth Showroom   ■
friday, september 28 | 5:00 - 8:00 pm

 5320 glenview dr.  | fort worth, tx

rsvp: 
laurel mceuen

lmceuen@kisabethfurniture.com 
817.281.7560
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SAVE THE DATE 
EMAIL 

EMAIL INVITE
PREVIEW & LAUNCH
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DIRECT MAIL 
INVITATIONS

PREVIEW & LAUNCH

FEATURES CUSTOM STAMP, CUSTOM FAUX-STAMP 
STICKERS AND STICKER CLOSURE, VELLUM FLY 
SHEETS WITH COPPER FOIL LETTERING, AND 
INTERACTIVE DIE CUT POP-UP CHAIR INSERT WITH 
COPPER EDGING AND DEBOSSED ELEMENTS. 

TWO ITERATIONS, ONE FOR THE VIP PREVIEW AND 
THE OTHER FOR THE OFFICIAL LAUNCH.
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SOCIAL MEDIA

ILLUSTRATED GIF
CAMPAIGN

MULTI-TILE PRODUCT 
CAMPAIGN, 

INCLUDING GIFS

DID YOU SEE THE ANIMATIONS? 
VISIT TINYURL.COM/CARL-SOCIALGIF-SAMPLE

DID YOU SEE THE FULL SERIES?
VISIT OUR INSTAGRAM @KISABETHFURNITURE.
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POST-EVENT EMAIL
PREVIEW & LAUNCH
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HOLIDAY 
 CAMPAIGN

DIRECT MAIL
HOLIDAY CARD

EMAIL

MULTI-TILE SOCIAL
CAMPAIGN

HOLIDAY PARTY
INTERNAL INVITE
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PRESS RELEASE

PRESS

360 WEST

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 10/29/18 
 
Laurel C. McEuen 
Creative Director 
Kisabeth Furniture 
(817) 614-7979 
lmceuen@kisabethfurniture.com 

The Mid-Mod Vibe is Alive: Kisabeth Furniture’s 60th Anniversary 
Archival Capsule Collection, CARL by Kisabeth. 
FORT WORTH, TEXAS — In 1958 Carl Kisabeth began handcrafting residential and commercial furnishings that  
were the epitome of mid-century modern style, all executed with traditional furniture-making techniques handed 
down from generation to generation, the very same techniques still used by Kisabeth Furniture craftsmen today. 
Kisabeth Furniture marks its 60th anniversary with the release of their archival capsule collection CARL by 
Kisabeth. The collection draws its inspiration from the earliest days of Kisabeth’s beginnings, relying heavily on 
mid-century modern lines, styles, and patterns from the Kisabeth archive. The collection consists of seven 
distinctive pieces that work individually or together as a group. A low-slung sofa is the central focus of the 
capsule, complemented by a groovy, organic sling-back chair and matching ottoman, a credenza accented with 
imported copper laminate from the period, a stylishly long coffee table also accented by period copper laminate, a 
sophisticated lounge chair that comfortably works as a single or a set of two, a standing bar that fits perfectly into 
the background and can be rolled out to mix cocktails and serve drinks, and a geometric-patterned screen, setting 
just the right mood for the room. Both the sofa and lounge chair are original styles from 1958, built with old 
patterns to match archival photos. 
To commemorate the anniversary, Kisabeth debuted CARL by Kisabeth at a VIP Preview Friday, September 28, 
from 5:00 to 8:00 PM at their Fort Worth Manufactory on Glenview Drive. The VIP Preview was followed by the 
official Launch Event Thursday, October 11, from 5:00 to 8:00 PM at Kisabeth’s Dallas Showroom in the Design 
District on Slocum Street. The entire collection remains on display at the Dallas Showroom from 9:00 AM to 5:00 
PM daily. Both the VIP Preview and the Launch Event included midcentury-inspired cocktails crafted by The Proper 
as well as Brennan Vineyards award winning wine, which perfectly complemented the fabulous 50s fare by Chadra 
Mezza and Grill. Original midcentury works of art from Jody Klotz Fine Art and contemporary works by fine artists 
Wyatt Woodruff Adams and Kirby Crone will also be on display. Prizes and surprises were had! 
Stop by the Dallas Showroom to view CARL by Kisabeth and help Kisabeth Furniture celebrate building furniture 
that that stands the test of time since 1958. Enjoy the kismet of it all – they’re turning 60 with the 60s! 

About Kisabeth Furniture Company: With a showroom in the Dallas Design District and its main manufactory in Fort 
Worth, Kisabeth Furniture has been handcrafting built-to-order furniture since 1958. Kisabeth Furniture’s 
manufactory is located at 5320 Glenview Drive, Fort Worth, Texas 76117. Kisabeth’s Dallas Showroom is located 
at 1313 Slocum Street, #101, Dallas, Texas 75207.  
Contact Information: Laurel McEuen, Creative Director (817) 614-7979, lmceuen@kisabethfurniture.com. 
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Milestones

The Carl Collection coffee table and 
credenza are constructed of white oak 

with an oiled walnut finish. The imported  
copper laminate accent for the magazine 

shelf and credenza doors dates to the 
mid-20th century. Sourced by Kisabeth 

owner Joy Webster, the material is 
available in limited quantities and a 

handful of patterns. 
Photos by Aaron Dougherty

Fort Worth furniture maker Carl Kisabeth began 
handcrafting his home and office pieces in 1958, leaning 

into classic midcentury modern styles while refining traditional 
furniture-making techniques.

 Those techniques, handed down from generation to generation, 
still define the craftsmanship for which Kisabeth Furniture  

is known today. If you’ve dined at Waters or Paris 7th in  
Fort Worth, chances are you’ve made yourself comfortable  
in one of the company’s signature banquettes. 

To mark the 60th anniversary, creative director Laurel McEuen 
took inspiration from archival company photographs. The 

result: a time capsule collection of seven distinctive pieces brought 
to life by the Kisabeth team with a strong midcentury vibe. Baby 

boomers and hipsters alike will covet it all. Both the Thursday Chair and 
the 1958 Sofa date to original designs from that auspicious year, with the new 

renditions built from archival drawings to match historic photos. The low-slung 
sofa is complemented by a groovy leather sling-back chair and ottoman in addition 
to the sophisticated lounge chair that redefines sitting pretty. Upholstered pieces 
wear fabrics sourced from Robert Allen and Fabricut. A credenza is accented with 
imported copper laminate from the period, and a coffee table is highlighted by the 
same retro material. A geometric-patterned screen acts as a versatile mood setter 
with the right amount of attitude. Oh, and the Carl Collection features a standing 
bar, because what midcentury scene would be complete without one? 

       — Babs Rodriguez

The 1958 Sofa, shown 
in a shimmery Robert 
Allen Gleam Dream 
textile in Blush, has 
white oak legs hand 
finished with oiled 

walnut and 
brass ferrules.

Feeling Groovy at 60
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DESIGN, DFW

1/2/2019 60 years on: It’s back to the future for Kisabeth Furniture | Real Estate | fortworthbusiness.com

http://www.fortworthbusiness.com/news/real_estate/years-on-it-s-back-to-the-future-for-kisabeth/article_47982736-ce5a-11e8-afc9-f7787bf28e01.html 1/5

http://www.fortworthbusiness.com/news/real_estate/years-on-it-s-back-to-the-future-for-
kisabeth/article_47982736-ce5a-11e8-afc9-f7787bf28e01.html

FEATURED

60 years on: It’s back to the future for Kisabeth Furniture
Rick Mauch FWBP Contributor  Oct 13, 2018

Kisabeth Furniture

5320 Glenview Dr.

Haltom City 76117

817-281-7560

Inset photo of Joy and Keith Webster
Inset photo by James Wolfe Photography
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Inset photo of Joy and Keith Webster

Inset photo by James Wolfe Photography
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THE BEAT comings, goings, new and eye-opening

Built to Last

 “In 2018, American-made, handcrafted products, 

especially something as substantial as furniture, is 

all but mythical. It’s the preservation of an important 

tradition, it supports the local economy, it’s sustainable, 

and because every single one of our products is built  

to order, by hand, it is one of a kind. It doesn’t get  

more special or more personal than that.” 

— Laurel McEuen, creative director,  
Kisabeth Furniture

Created as part of a capsule collection 

celebrating Kisabeth Furniture’s 60th anniversary, 

the Carl credenza is constructed of white oak 

hand finished in a walnut stain and accented with 

midcentury copper laminate sourced by company 

owner Joy Webster. Learn more about the  

Fort Worth-based company, Page 16.

16   Winter 2018   817homemagazine.com  

MILESTONES

THE DETAILS
All prices upon request.  
Kisabeth Furniture, 1313 Slocum St., Dallas, 
817-281-7560, kisabethfurniture.com 

Fort Worth furniture maker Carl Kisabeth began 
handcrafting his home and office pieces in 1958, leaning into 
classic midcentury modern styles while refining traditional 
furniture-making techniques. Those techniques, handed down from 
generation to generation, still define the craftsmanship for which 
Kisabeth Furniture is known today. If you’ve dined at Waters or 

Paris 7th in  
Fort Worth,  
chances are you’ve 
made yourself 
comfortable in one 
of the company’s 
signature banquettes. 
To mark the 60th 
anniversary, creative 
director Laurel McEuen took 
inspiration from an archival 
collection of company photographs 
to design the Carl capsule collection, 
seven distinctive pieces with a strong 
midcentury vibe. The Kisabeth team 
brought them to life.

The company’s legacy attracted owner Joy Webster, who bought Kisabeth with son 
Keith Webster in 2013. “We knew it was a family-owned and run business, which 
was appealing. We knew virtually nothing about the furniture business — we’ve 
learned a lot,” Joy says. 

The company now employs 40 people who continue to take pride in the artisanal 
nature of the work. Their hands-on involvement fuels the team spirit. As Laurel says, 
“The craftsmanship is inspiring. I can tell a client exactly who did what on their piece 
and just how long that person has been doing just that. That’s why I love the product, 
and I love the pride our team has in their work. There’s much to be said for the power 
of making something out of nothing, and that’s what we get to do every day.” 

Still manufacturing in Fort Worth, the company has a showroom in the Dallas 

Design District and plans to grow. Keith says they are looking forward to expanding 
a hospitality line and further re-energizing the residential offerings. Most of all, he 
says, “We will continue to protect the company’s legacy.” It’s a sentiment that Laurel 
takes to heart. “Most everything is done as it always has been. It’s painstaking, but 
the final result is well worth it. It’s going to last and last.”

A retro chic bar 

is whitewashed 

oak with a backlit 

faux-onyx glass 

top and gold-tone 

drawer pulls. 

Photo courtesy of 
Kisabeth Furniture

Still 

Grooving 

at 60

Like the Thursday Chair, the low-slung 1958 Sofa is built from old drawings to 

match an archival photo, above. White oak legs are hand finished with oiled 

walnut and brass ferrules. Fabric is Robert Allen Gleam Dream in Blush. 

Photos by Aaron Dougherty
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Craftsmanship is visible in the Thursday Chair’s frame.

By Babs Rodriguez
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After helming a blog, La Dolce Vita, for 
more than a decade and a design firm for 
more than six years, Houston designer 
Paloma Contreras took the natural next 
step: She wrote a book titled Dream 
Design Live. Offering meaty takeaways 
as opposed to simply pretty pictures, the 
book is organized into three sections. 
The first, “Dream,” discusses finding and 
channeling inspiration into a tangible 
project. “Design” dives into practical 
advice on things like mastering scale, 
displaying art and styling coffee tables. 
Lastly, “Live” addresses sharing a home 
with ease while showcasing your 
signature style. Covetable photos from 15 

of Contreras’ design projects make this a must-have for interiors connoisseurs.  
“I work in a variety of styles and while most of the projects feel quite distinctive 
from one another,” Contreras says, “they are all executed through my lens, which 
marries classic design elements with more modern ones.” abramsbooks.com

What is the concept? Hearth & Soul in Austin is a gathering place reminiscent 
of home, where friends can connect, discover and acquire unique things.  
We opened the Austin outpost on Exposition Boulevard in November.  
Tell us about your background. I grew up and worked in various hospitality 
businesses, including Anheuser-Busch. In 2015, I expanded my love of 
hospitality into our first Hearth & Soul in Tallahassee, Florida. Describe the 
Austin store. Our grand foyer leads to relaxing areas where designers and 
customers can shop for furniture, lighting, art and accessories from brands like 
Oly, John-Richard and Interlude Home. Our kitchen offers entertaining pieces 
and barware, while a patio displays unique outdoor furniture and caters to 
wellness classes and other events. We also stock men’s and women’s clothing, 
plus pet accessories. hearthandsoul.com

SHELF LIFE
DREAM DESIGN LIVE

TALKING SHOP
SUSIE BUSCH TRANSOU OF HEARTH & SOUL

Known for heirloom-quality work, Dallas-Fort Worth’s Kisabeth 
Furniture has handcrafted furnishings since Carl Kisabeth 
established the company in 1958. To honor its 60th anniversary, 
the firm—now owned by mother-son team Joy Webster and 
Keith Webster—has launched an archival capsule collection 
inspired by some of its earliest styles and patterns. The Carl  
by Kisabeth collection features seven pieces rendered in a 
quintessential midcentury modern fashion. Two of them, a low-
slung sofa and the Thursday chair, were recreated based on 
archival photos of original 1958 styles. Rounding out the line  
are a leather sling-back chair and matching ottoman, a credenza 
and a coffee table each featuring copper laminate accents 
dating to the midcentury; a geometric-patterned screen; and a 
standing white-oak bar with brass details that’s ideal for mixing 
drinks. We’ll take ours on the rocks. kisabethfurniture.com

LAUNCH
CARL BY KISABETH 
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CUSTOM DECOR

WINDOW CLINGS

INSPIRED BY THE 

CARL COLLECTION

ROOM SCREEN,  DOROTHY

CARL CUT-OUT

INSPIRED BY KISABETH’S 
FOUNDER, CARL &

COMPANION PIECE TO 

“CARL SAYS” COLLATERAL

LANTERNS
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CATALOG

 
SEE THE FULL 
CATALOG AT

TINYURL.COM/
CARLBYKISABETH
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PRICE LIST

FURNITURE TAGS
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EVENT TAKEAWAYS

PAPER FORTUNE 
COOKIES 

CUSTOM LOGO
MACARONS
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1958 AD CAMPAIGN



CARL Capsule Collection Spot-Color Illustrations
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